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Providing Unified Communications, Voice, 
Data, IT and Managed Print Services, 
backed by caring personalised service

  Consultancy 
Design 
     Delivery 

 Support



Who we are & what we do
Opus is an independent and privately-owned technology 
company that provides end-to-end unified communications, 
connectivity, IT and managed print solutions. We pride 
ourselves on providing a caring customer service and delivering 
technology with purpose.

Established and Professional
Founded since 1992, Opus is one of the largest independent 
communication providers and supports over 1500 businesses 
in the UK. Our experience has enabled us to establish proven 
and reliable processes for designing, commissioning and 
maintaining communications systems.

Independent and Secure
As an independent unified communications provider we have 
the freedom to offer our customers the right communications 
for their business and the financial stability to guarantee that 
we will be around to support their needs, as their business 
develops.

Customer Focused
Our goal at Opus is to enable organisations to succeed and 
thrive by providing purpose driven technology, backed by 
caring personalised service.  Recognised with the Institute 
of Customer Services ServiceMark accreditation, we 
pride ourselves on outstanding customer service, superb 
technical capabilities and continued adaptability to emerging 
technologies.

Continual success and year on year organic 
growth has enabled our turnover to reach 
£16.2m in 2018, with plans to continue to 

grow our business to £20m in 2019.

What we have to 
offer

• Friendly and 
knowledgeable service

• Long term and personal 
relationships

• Over 200 years combined 
telecoms experience 

• Over 200 years combined 
engineering expertise

• Independent advice and 
information



Value Added-Services
Opus takes an accessible, collaborative and proactive approach 
combined with high technical capability, to provide customers 
with enhanced business productivity, improved work-flow and 
lifetime costs savings.

Consultancy
Opus carries out detailed communication audits, 
understanding client business operations, identifying pain 
points, duplication and potential cost savings.

Design
We offer bespoke solutions, tailored to specific customer 
requirements, enhancing productivity by simplifying 
communications, adding mobility and flexibility, with the ability 
to collaborate, whenever and wherever the workforce needs 
to. 

Delivery
Our Prince2™ certified project management team delivers our 
communication solutions following our proven 25-point plan, 
ensuring that customer’s requirements, deadlines and business 
continuity needs are understood, pre-agreed and met in full, 
delivering projects on time and on budget.

Support
Our account management team, supported by experienced 
customer service and technical support teams, provides 
customers with proactive whole life support. We visit client 
premises as required and carry out annual reviews with 
customers, to discuss their account and make them aware of 
any changes from the manufacture or service provider.

We provide enhanced business 
productivity, improved work-flow and 
lifetime costs savings; with a regular 

review process to ensure what is relevant 
today is relevant in the future.

Why Opus?
• We provide a flexible and 

responsive service

• We are process driven 
and quality assured

• We regularly achieve 97% 
customer satisfaction 
levels

• We are regularly 
nominated for awards e.g. 
Communications Provider 
of the Year 

• We provide in-house 
service and support 
offering 24/7 nationwide 
coverage
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Solutions at a 
glance

• Hosted VoIP Telephony

• Wholesale Line Rental

• Business Telephone 
Numbers

• Ethernet Leased Lines

• Carrier Pre-Select Services

• Mobile Voice and Data

• Mobile Handsets

• Mobile Data Devices

• Business IP & ISDN  
telephone lines

• Low cost call tariffs

• High speed broadband

• Converged Ethernet  
connections

• Inbound call services

• Business mobile devices

• Fleet connections

Products & Solutions

On-site or in the Cloud
At the heart of our UC we offer a range of on-site, hybrid and 
hosted telephony services. This includes IP telephone systems 
from industry leading manufacturers Mitel and Panasonic and 
hosted or cloud based services from Mitel and Gamma.

Productivity Applications
In addition to the many features available on all of the 
telephone systems we support such as voice messaging, 
conferencing and automated attendants, Opus Telecoms can 
also offer you a range of productivity applications such as 
advanced on-screen call handling operating consoles, unified 
communications, audio and video conferencing with desktop 
sharing, live wallboard call stats, cradle to grave scheduled 
email reports, ad-hoc and high capacity call recording and 
much, much more…

Collaborating
Our collaboration solutions seamlessly integrate fixed and 
mobile services placing you in control of your business 
communications, wherever you are in the world and on 
whatever device.

Mobile Business Communications
We can also offer competitive business mobile solutions, which 
can be seamlessly integrated with your office communications 
for cost effectiveness and business efficiency, delivering a truly 
integrated mobility solution with one single landline number 
that routes calls to your office handset, voicemail or mobile 
based on your status. 



Partnerships & Accreditations

Our Strategic Partnerships
To ensure we offer our customers true independence 
across our entire range of services, we have a number 
of strategic partnerships with industry leading 
suppliers, enabling Opus to offer a seamless end-to-
end solution for your entire communication setup. This 
means that our customers can enjoy a single point of 
contact for all of their business communications.

We are the largest independent Mitel Platinum Reseller 
Partner, qualified to design, install and maintain the 
complete range of Mitel on-site and hosted telephony 
solutions. 
 
Opus are also accredited to deliver Tier 1 network 
solutions e.g. Openreach, BT Wholesale, Exponential-e, 
Virtual 1 and Gamma and to deliver mobile virtual 
network operating services on the Vodafone and O2 
networks. We are a Microsoft Silver Cloud Solutions 
Provider and partner with Canon and Toshiba for our 
managed print solutions.
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Industry leading partners

The Opus group of businesses

Opus Networks
Working closely with our Telecoms division, Opus 
Networks specialises in providing premium levels of 
support for fixed and mobile network services. Opus 
is one of a very small number of Gamma Platinum 
Partners offering both SIP and Horizon Hosted 
services.

Opus Technology
Opus Technology offers business IT solutions through 
innovative products and services, enabling businesses 
to transform operations by remaining technically agile 
and cost-efficient. We partner with Microsoft and a 
number of industry leading solution providers. 
 
Opus Digital
Our managed print services team offers a range of 
competitively priced digital multi-function devices 
together with desktop and office printers. We deliver 
high quality print, scan, copy and fax solutions with 
outstanding service and support.



Technical Services
Professional 
In over 27 years of being in business Opus has built up a 
experienced team of project managers, field engineers and 
technical support staff that ensure that customer’s needs are 
addressed with professionalism and expertise.

Experienced 
With more than 200 years of combined experience in the 
Opus engineering team alone and both manufacturer specific 
and industry wide technical accreditation, we are equipped 
to deliver first rate service and support and are dedicated to 
developing seamless convergence solutions in the voice and 
data solution industries.

Qualified
We have an experienced team of Mitel accredited engineers 
and technical support staff, who can resolve faults remotely 
from our Head Office or on-site if needed. 

To compliment this team Opus also have a team of Project 
Managers and Trainers with Prince2, Converged Technologies 
Professional (CTP) and Cisco Certified Network Associate 
(CCNA) qualifications.

Comprehensive
Opus have grown organically since inception, in response to 
client demand, to become a single point of contact for all 
technology and communications.

Our client offering
• A single partner for your 

business communications 
needs

• Simplified billing

• A single point of contact 
for service and support

• Simplified management

• Tailored SLA’s and peace 
of mind



Our Customers

Providing Advice and Information
One of our key strengths is our independence. It allows 
us to offer genuine advice and information about the 
most appropriate, hardware and software solutions along 
with cost effective business class network supplier. Being 
privately owned means are recruiting staff when many 
of our competitors are looking to cut costs and reduce 
head count to satisfy the financial demands of their 
shareholders.

Business Focus
We supply business communications, which ensures that 
any solutions we recommend are robust and reliable 
enough to meet the business class demands of your 
organisation.

Industrial Leading Solutions
We only partner with a select handful of trusted industry-
leading manufacturers, with whom we have developed 
strong relations and work closely with to deliver best of 
breed reliable technology to our customers.

Project Management
Based on Prince2 standards, combined with our many 
years’ experience, we have developed our own 25 
point plan which details and checks every step of an 
installation or upgrade, to ensure that you the customer 
enjoy a smooth and timely completion of any project we 
undertake for you.

Simplified Billing
We understand how important it is for our customers to 
understand their billing, which is why we have developed 
our billing platform to provide simple and accurate billing, 
helping customers understand and manage their costs.

Single Point of Contact
A dedicated account manager will be available to provide 
any advice you need, backed up by our experienced 
customer service and technical support teams. 
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Your team at Opus

Our People
Since our foundation in 1992, our aim has been to 
foster a team approach and a desire to work hand in 
hand for the benefit of our customers and to provide 
a working environment where employees take 
individual responsibility for the level of service being 
provided to the customer.

We have focused on providing our staff with the 
appropriate training, support and empowerment to 
take ownership of issues and see them through to 
resolution. As a result, many employees have worked 
for Opus for more than 10 years.
In over 27 years of being in business Opus has 
built up a experienced team of project managers, 
field engineers and technical support staff that 
ensure that customer’s needs are addressed with 
professionalism and expertise.

How We Choose Our Staff
In addition to their technical ability and industry 
experience, our staff, have been selected for their 
passion for products and service and their will to 
make a difference.

We ensure our teams have the expertise and 
business skills to deliver the highest level of service 
and believe our customer service is second to none 
within the industry, with staff repeatedly “going the 
extra mile” to ensure customer satisfaction.



Opus Telecoms
London Court, 39 London Road, 
Reigate, RH2 9AQ

t. +44 (0) 800 316 7566 
e. info@opustech.co.uk
w. opustech.co.uk
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